Nagoorin State School Homework Expectations – Note to students

When I mark your homework I should see a page with a margin and the date on the top.

You should have used a ruler, a very sharp pencil and an eraser for mistakes.

Your homework sheet should be glued in.

There should be 6 sentences. Numbered with each sentence starting on a new line and the spelling word underlined. Cursive writing only.

The appropriate times table written out neatly four times.

Your spelling words written in a neat list four times.

Your reading log will have at least 4 entries. Monday Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday.

Homework goes home on Monday and is returned on Thursday. This allows time for marking and any errors to be corrected by you as ‘fixes’.

Completion of homework using our bookwork expectations will be rewarded with an icy cup on Friday.

Extra time in your lunch hour will be made available for those people who fail to complete homework.

Mrs Kirk